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ThinkUp! Math addresses 100% of the CCSS and introduces
the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ that support students as
they learn, practice, and master CCSS concepts.

Traits

of Critical
Thinking

We are pleased to introduce ThinkUp! Math Teacher and Student Editions.
We have developed this product to support your instruction of the Math CCSS.
This sample version offers you the opportunity to review the content and develop
an understanding of what this resource provides for you and your students.
U
 nits organized by focus standard
include hundreds of engaging activities
and interventions to support instruction,
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critical thinking and problem-solving skills into
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processes as well as the final solution.
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pictorial representations connect mathematics
to the everyday lives of students.

Call us at 844-452-4341 to implement ThinkUp! in your classroom.
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activities to develop students’ math literacy
and strengthen their communication skills.

Instruction for 100% of the CCSS equips teachers
with in-depth knowledge of the standards.
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that addresses every step in the learning
journey—bringing the ThinkUp! Standards
Mastery System fully into the digital realm and
weaving the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ into
every aspect of instruction.
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Solve Problems Involving Angles
Clarifying the Standards

(student pages 211–220)

Unit 22:Solve Problems Involving Angles

Review the following information to clarify the CCSS before planning instruction.
7.G.B.5
State Standards for Mathematical Content
Geometry
Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume.
7.G.B.5
Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles in a multi-step problem to
write and solve simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure.
Other Standards Addressed in This Unit
6.EE.B.7, 7.EE.B.3
Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice Addressed in This Unit
MP.1, MP.4
Common Core
Domain
Cluster
Standard

Grade 4
Students drew lines and angles (acute, obtuse, and right) and identified them in two-dimensional figures. Students classified
two-dimensional figures based on the presence or absence of angles of a given size. Students also identified right angles in right
triangles.

LEARNING TARGETS
•

I can define the following types of angles: supplementary, complementary, vertical, and
adjacent.

•

I can write and solve equations for unknown angles in a figure.

•

I can solve multi-step problems using the properties of different types of angles.

Focus for 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™
Create: I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.

Grade 7

When you create, you think in new ways. When you create, you produce original or unique

Students discover the definitions of complementary angles, supplementary angles, vertical angles, and adjacent angles.
Students recognize that when two angles share a common ray and sum to 180°, the angles may also be called a "linear angle
pair." Students write and solve equations using the properties of these angles to find unknown angle measures in multi-step
problems.

In this unit, you will write and solve equations about angle measures. Explain why the create
trait might be useful when writing equations.

ideas, products, or solution methods.

Learning Targets
To show mastery of this standard, students will:

•
•
•

define the following types of angles: supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent.
write and solve equations for unknown angles in a figure.
solve multi-step problems using the properties of different types of angles.
Inquire: I seek information that excites my curiosity and inspires my learning.

Common Errors or Misunderstandings
•
•
•

When you inquire, you investigate ideas to expand your knowledge. When you inquire, you

Some students may confuse complementary and supplementary angles when both appear in a diagram.

ask questions to explore and extend learning.

Students may not understand that equations can be used to represent geometric concepts.

In this unit, you will solve equations to find unknown angle measures in figures. How do you
test ideas
to determine if a solution is reasonable?

Some students may believe that complementary and supplementary angle pairs must always be adjacent.

Teacher-to-Teacher Tips
To build accuracy and efficiency with the concepts in this unit, the teacher may incorporate the following into instruction.

•
•
•

The teacher makes and displays anchor charts to provide easy reference for angle pair relationships.
The teacher provides opportunities to explore angle pairs through measuring and finding patterns.
The teacher may have students create dictionaries or other graphic organizers using the vocabulary terms in the standard.
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UNIT 22
Pre-Assessment
In order to inform instruction, the teacher may assign the pre-assessment for the unit. The unit pre-assessment provides
teachers with information on student mastery of prerequisite skills to the unit concept. This information will help teachers
determine concepts that may need review as part of the unit instruction for the whole group and/or for additional instruction with
intervention groups. The focus remains on effective instruction of the unit concept.

Focus for 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™
The 9 Traits of Critical Thinking include adapt, collaborate, communicate, create, examine, inquire, link, reflect, and strive.
These traits foster high-quality thinkers. In each unit of the student edition, two critical thinking traits are selected as focus traits.
These traits are identified in the content to reinforce student use in the context of mathematics. The labeling of the focus traits
also assists students in recognizing specific mathematical tasks, problems, and events in which the application of a focus trait is
needed to complete the activity. The educator should note that each activity in the teacher edition is correlated to traits that are
addressed during student participation. However, implementation of the activities in the student and teacher editions is not
limited to the identified traits since multiple critical thinking traits may be successfully integrated into an instructional plan.
The two focus traits selected for this unit are create and inquire. Examples of tasks in which students make use of these focus
traits are identified and marked with the appropriate icons. It is suggested that the teacher review the following information on
each trait and incorporate the appropriate question prompts into instruction.

Create – I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.
Engagement indicators for the critical thinking trait create include the following.

•
•

Students generate and seek novel solutions, techniques, and ideas.
Students examine many possible solutions for a problem.

Strategies to facilitate the create trait include the following. The teacher—

•
•

encourages students to take intellectual or physical risks and push beyond their perceived limits.
guides students to move from common thinking to thinking outside the box.

Questioning prompts to develop the create trait include the following.

•
•

Do you seek original solutions to issues? What examples can you share?
Do you see problems as opportunities to improve thinking skills? What examples can you share?

Inquire – I seek information that excites my curiosity and inspires my learning.
Engagement indicators for the critical thinking trait inquire include the following.

•
•

Students actively investigate a range of ideas (e.g., to deepen and expand knowledge, to stimulate interest,
to pique curiosity, to address doubt or discomfort).
Students demonstrate inquisitive attitudes by asking probing questions, questioning responses,
and challenging the status quo.

Strategies to facilitate the inquire trait include the following. The teacher—

•
•

asks open-ended questions that challenge students’ intellect and encourage students to delve deeper into
their own shared responses.
relates complex concepts to students’ interests or daily lives.

Questioning prompts to develop the inquire trait include the following.

•
•
216

Do you actively pursue topics related to your strengths or challenges? What examples can you share?
As a result of this lesson, what other topics might you want to investigate?
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Name: _________________________________

UNIT 22
Concept Exploration
Concept Exploration

10–15 min

The teacher reviews definitions for the following angle types: acute angles, obtuse angles, right angles, straight angles. Working
with partners, students complete the Concept Exploration page in the student edition. The teacher monitors students and
provides assistance or feedback as needed.

Complete this activity with a partner.
Locate an example in the classroom for each of the following angle types: right angle, straight angle,
obtuse angle, acute angle. Sketch a location in the classroom where each example is found. Highlight the
angle in the sketch. Use a different location for each angle type.

(C.T. Traits: Create, Collaborate, Examine, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Formative Assessment

Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5 – Unit 22

5–10 min

In math journals, students respond to the following prompt.
What do you remember about the different types of angles from previous grades? How did that help you during the Concept
Exploration activity?
The teacher reviews student responses.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Connect to the Student Edition: Concept Exploration, page 212
Students discuss how they used the create trait in the student edition activity.
Students discuss how they used the inquire trait in the student edition activity.

Exchange sketches with another student pair. Study the sketches and highlighted angles. Then write a
description of the location for each angle and name the angle type. Discuss the accuracy of your
descriptions as a group, as well as any other angle types that might be shown in the sketches.
right angle

straight angle

obtuse angle

acute angle
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UNIT 22

Unit 22 – Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5

Vocabulary Mastery
The following are essential vocabulary terms for this unit.
adjacent angles

degree (°)

intersect

triangle

complementary angles

equation

linear angle pair

vertex/vertices

congruent

equivalent

supplementary angles

vertical angles

Vocabulary Mastery

adjacent angles

degree (°)

intersect

triangle

complementary angles

equation

linear angle pair

vertex/vertices

congruent

equivalent

supplementary angles

vertical angles

Draw a line to match each term to its definition. Then, draw a line from the definition to the best
example for that term.

Activity: Charades

10–15 min

The teacher places cards printed with vocabulary terms in a box and gives each student a response board. Without showing
the class, a student takes a card from the box and chooses a partner to help act out the meaning of the vocabulary term shown
on the card. Each class member writes the term on their response board. The first person to display the correct vocabulary
term wins the opportunity to select a card, choose a partner, and act out the next term. For added practice, the teacher returns
cards to the box between terms.

Term

adjacent angles

Definition

Example

two angles whose measures
have a sum of 180°

(C.T. Traits: Collaborate, Communicate, Adapt, Create, DOK: 1, RBT: Understand)

Formative Assessment

5–10 min

In math journals, students record the vocabulary terms that posed the most challenge during the Vocabulary Mastery activity.
Working with partners, students develop methods to help them remember the definitions for those terms.
(C.T. Traits: Examine, Create, Communicate, DOK: 1, RBT: Understand)

complementary angles

Connect to the Student Edition: Vocabulary Mastery, page 213

linear angle pair

supplementary angles

two adjacent angles that are
also supplementary

two or more angles with a
common vertex

two angles whose measures
have a sum of 90º

equivalent angles that are
vertical angles

opposite each other when two
lines intersect

218
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UNIT 22
Concept Development
Concept Development
Activity 1

20–30 min

Student pairs are provided a set of cards with different angle measures less than 90° or angle measure expressions (e.g., 36°,
(3x)°, (x + 6)°). Each pair is provided a two-color counter labeled with C (complementary) on one side and S (supplementary) on
the other. One student draws a card from the stack and tosses the counter. Students write and solve equations to determine the
measure of an angle that is complementary or supplementary to the card drawn. For example, if a student draws a card printed
with (3x)° and the counter lands on S, the following would be written.

Adjacent Angles
Two angles are adjacent if they share a common
ray (side) and a common vertex.

Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5 – Unit 22

Complementary Angles
Two angles whose measures sum to 90° are
complementary angles. The angles do not need to
be adjacent to be complementary angles.

3x + x = 180
4x
4

= 180
4

Angle AEB and angle BEC are adjacent angles
because they share vertex E and ray EB. Angle
AEB and angle CED are not adjacent angles
because they share vertex E but do not share a
common ray.

x = 45°
Students continue taking turns until time is called.
(C.T. Traits: Collaborate, Communicate, Adapt, Link, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity 2

20–30 min

The teacher uses masking tape to create pairs of intersecting line segments on the classroom floor. There should be one pair of
segments for every four students. The teacher uses cards to label two of the angles with degree measures and two of the angles
with algebraic expressions. Each pair of intersecting lines should be labeled with different angles and expressions.

Vertical Angles
Vertical angles are formed when two lines
intersect.

The angles formed opposite each other at the
intersection of the lines are equivalent. In the
example shown, angles a and c are vertical angles
and angles d and b are vertical angles.

Each student stands in a corner of the diagram with a response board so that there are four students at each diagram. The
teacher plays music, and students travel clockwise, stepping from corner to corner. The teacher stops the music, and students
hold their positions. The students standing in corners labeled with expressions write and solve equations to find the values of the
variables. Then all students move to a different pair of intersecting lines, and the activity is repeated.

Angle CAT and angle DOG are complementary
angles because 63° + 27° = 90°.
Supplementary Angles
Two angles whose measures sum to 180° are
supplementary angles. The angles do not need to
be adjacent to be supplementary angles. If the
angles are adjacent, they may also be called a
"linear angle pair."

Angle WXZ and angle ZXY are supplementary
angles because 120° + 60° = 180°. The angles are
adjacent, so they may also be referred to as a
linear angle pair.

Try It!
1. The diagram shows intersecting lines m and n.

3. A pair of intersecting lines is shown.

(C.T. Traits: Adapt, Communicate, Link, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Formative Assessment

5–10 min

The teacher displays problems related to geometry concepts, and students create diagrams and write and solve
corresponding equations.

•
•
•

Write one equation that can be used to
determine the value of x using vertical angles.

Angles F and G are supplementary. Angle F has a measure of 35°. What is the measure of angle G? (145°)
Angles P and Q are complementary. Angle P has a measure of 57°. What is the measure of angle Q? (33°)

Identify two adjacent angles shown in the
diagram.

Angles L and N are vertical angles. Angle L has a measure of 34°. What is the measure of the complement of angle N? (56°)
The teacher examines student responses to assess student learning and plans additional instruction or interventions as needed.
(C.T. Traits: Create, Link, Reflect, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

2. Betsy drew a pair of complementary angles.
The first angle measured 43°. What is the
measure of the second angle?

Connect to the Student Edition: Concept Development, page 214
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determine the value of x using linear angle
pairs.
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Unit 22 – Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5

Concept Application/Concept Practice

1. A pair of vertical angles is formed as shown.

As students work with the Concept Application and Concept Practice pages, the teacher might remind students to:

•
•

Concept Application
4. Look at the supplementary angles shown.

keep in mind how supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles are related to each other.
substitute the values of variables into the expressions for the measures of angles to find the angle measures.

After students complete the problems on the Concept Application page in the student edition, the teacher reviews each item with
students, and they discuss solution strategies and answers. The teacher uses questioning strategies to enhance student
understanding of the items. Some examples of questions with sample responses for selected items are shown.

Which best represents the value of x?
A. 29
B. 1

What is the measure of ∠QRS?

Item #1

C. 31

A. 109°

C. 115°

• When two lines intersect, what is true about the angles on either side of the intersection? (They are equivalent.)
• What equation can you write to solve for x? (5x + 30 = 175)
• What is the first operation that should be performed when solving the equation? (subtraction)
Item #2

D. 41

B. 112°

D. 118°

• What is the sum of the measures of ∠ABD and ∠CBD? (90°)
• What equation can you write to solve for x? ((x – 2) + (x + 8) = 90)
• What is the value of x in the equation? (42)
• Is 42 the answer to the question? (no)
• What expression can you write to find the measure of ∠ABD? (42 – 2)
Item #3

2. Jezebel drew a pair of adjacent complementary
angles.

5. Which of the following equations cannot be
used to determine the value of x?

A. x + x + 28.4 = 180

• What is the relationship between angles ABC and CBD? (They are a linear angle pair.)
• Write an equation to represent this relationship. (x + (2x – 255) = 180)
Item #4
• What is the sum of the measures of supplementary angles? (180°)
• What equation can you write to solve for x? ((4x + 3) + (2x + 9) = 180)
• What is the value of x in the equation? (28)
• What expression can you write to find the measure of ∠QRS? (4(28) + 3)
Item #5

What is the measure of ∠ABD?

B. 180 – 28.4 = 2x

A. 38°

C. 42°

C. 28.4 + 2x = 180

B. 40°

D. 44°

D. 180 + 28.4 = x + x

3. A pair of adjacent angles is formed by lines AD
and CE.

6. Lines TQ, UR, and VS intersect at point O.

• What is the question asking you to find? (the equation that cannot be used to find the value of x)
• What is the relationship between the three angles shown? (The angles sum to 180°.)
Item #6
•
•

What is true about ∠ROQ and ∠TOU? (They are vertical angles.)

What is the measure of angle ABC?

What is the measure of ∠TOU? (12°)

•

What equation can you write to solve for x? ((

A. 145°

What is the measure of ∠POV?

•
•

What is the value of x in the equation? (10)

B. 217 1 °

A. 9°

C. 11°

How can you find the measure of ∠POV? (Substitute 10 into the expression for ∠POQ. Then add the measure of ∠POQ to

C. 85°

B. 10°

D. 12°

12° and subtract the sum from 90°.)

D. 180°

9
x
2

+33) + 12 = 90)

2

Connect to the Student Edition: Concept Application, page 215, Concept Practice, page 216,
Motivation Station, page 217
220
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Concept Practice
1. A pair of angles is shown.

Name: _________________________________
Unit 22 – Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5

Motivation Station

Equation Elation

4. Three straight lines intersect at point O.

Play “Equation Elation” with a partner. Each pair needs a number cube and a game board. Each player
needs a pencil. Player 1 begins by rolling the number cube to determine a figure. Player 1 writes an
equation that can be used to determine the value of the variable in the figure. Player 1 then solves the
equation. If the equation is written correctly, player 1 earns 5 points. If the equation is solved correctly,
player 1 earns 4 points. Play passes to player 2 who repeats the process. If a number is rolled for a figure
already completed, the player loses a turn. The game ends when the missing values for all six figures
have been found. The player with more points wins.
Select all the statements that are true.
A. ∠ABD and ∠DBC are supplementary angles.
B. ∠ABD and ∠DBC are adjacent angles.
C. The measure of ∠ABD is 43°.
D. The measure of ∠DBC is 59°.

What is the measure of ∠COE?
A. 55°

C. 90°

B. 125°

D. 145°

Figure 1

Figure 4

Equation: _____________________

Equation: _____________________

Solution: ___________

Solution: ___________

Figure 2

Figure 5

Equation: _____________________

Equation: _____________________

Solution: ___________

Solution: ___________

Figure 3

Figure 6

5. Look at the pair of intersecting lines.

E. The measure of ∠DBC is 28° greater than
the measure of ∠ABD.

2. Ralph drew the angles shown for his
homework.

Which of the following equations could not be
used to determine the value of x?
A. 5x – 15 = 85
What is the measure of ∠NOQ?
A. 93°

C. 135°

B. 143°

D. 155°

B. 180 = 5x – 15 + 95
C. x + 75 = 85
D. x + 75 + 85 = 180
6. Rita drew a map of the trails in a park.

3.

The vertex O is the point of intersection for
three lines.

216

What is the measure of ∠AOE?

What is the measure of ∠AOE?

A. 162°

C. 170°

A. 102°

C. 110°

Equation: _____________________

Equation: _____________________

B. 172°

D. 180°

B. 129°

D. 141°

Solution: ___________

Solution: ___________
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Concept Check

1. Examine the adjacent supplementary angles.

Test-Taking Tips

Use the diagram to answer questions
4 and 5.

The teacher discusses the following test-taking tips with students.

•
•
•

Concept Check

Two roadways intersect, forming the angles as
shown.

Read all answer choices before selecting an answer.
Show all work, write neatly, show the steps in order, and keep place-value columns aligned.
Read the problem carefully. In your head, restate the question in your own words.
What is the measure of ∠PQR?

Connect to the Student Edition: Concept Check, pages 219–220
The teacher and students discuss how they used the inquire trait while working the Concept Check in the student edition.

A. 46°

C. 48°

B. 47°

D. 49°

2. What is the measure of ∠FGK?
4. Which of the following equations could not be
used to determine the value of x?
A. 2x + 70 = 180

Intervention activities can also be used as formative assessments of student progress.

Activity 1

B. 110 = 3x + 5

15–20 min

The teacher makes a deck of complementary angle cards printed with 15 pairs of complementary angles. For example, one card
is printed with the angle measure 15°, and its matching card is printed with the angle measure 75°. The teacher distributes one
or more cards to each student in the group. Each student writes and solves an equation to determine the measure of the angle
that is complementary to their angle. Then each student locates the classmate holding the complementary angle measure, and
each pair explains the reasoning for the match. The activity may be repeated using cards printed with pairs of supplementary
angles.

A. 52°

C. 57°

B. 54°

D. 62°

3. Line AD intersects line CF at point O.

(C.T. Traits: Collaborate, Communicate, Adapt, Link, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity 2

15–20 min

Each student is given a set of cards containing constants printed in one color and terms containing the variable x with different
coefficients printed in a different color. Students draw different numbers of each type of card and create expressions using the
cards. Then students simplify the expressions created, recording the simplified expressions in math journals. The teacher
extends each expression to create equations. Students solve the equations and justify their answers.

C. 3x + 5 + 70 = 180
D. 180 = 5x + 5

5. Which of the following best represents the
value of x?
A. 5

C. 35

B. 15

D. 38.1

6. Emmanuel drew the angles shown.

(C.T. Traits: Link, Strive, Reflect, DOK: 1, RBT: Understand)

Formative Assessment

5–10 min

The teacher works with each student individually and gives the student a drawing of a linear angle pair, vertical angles, or a pair
of complementary or supplementary angles with one unknown angle measure. The student explains how to write and solve an
equation to calculate the measure of the unknown angle. The student then writes and solves an equation for the given drawing.
The teacher notes which concepts may require further instruction.

Select all the statements that are true about
the angles shown.
A. The measure of ∠BOC is 31°.
B. The measure of ∠DOE is 45°.
C. The measure of ∠AOF is 59°.

(C.T. Traits: Communicate, Strive, Examine, Link, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

D. The measure of ∠COE is 104°.
E. The measure of ∠DOF is 119°.
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What is the measure of ∠SOT?
A. 27°

C. 39°

B. 31°

D. 43°
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Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5 – Unit 22

7. Tania drew line JN and made four separate angles as shown. What are
the measures of ∠JOK, LOM, and ∠MON?
m∠JOK = _______
m∠LOM = _______
m∠MON = _______

8. Line PS and line RU are straight lines that intersect at point O. What is
the relationship between ∠POQ and ∠POU?

_______________________________________________
What are the measures of ∠POQ and ∠POU?
m∠POQ = _______
m∠POU= _______

9. Ms. Armstrong drew line AD and line BE, with ray OC dividing ∠BOD as
shown. What is the relationship between ∠AOB and ∠DOE?

_______________________________________________
What are the measures of ∠AOB and ∠DOE?
m∠AOB = _______
m∠DOE = _______

10. Two lines intersect as shown.
Write 3 equations to describe angle relationships formed by the lines.
Identify the relationship represented by each equation.

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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UNIT 22

Standard CCSS 7.G.B.5 –Unit 22

Reflect on My Learning

10–15 min

Math Challenge

Around the classroom, the teacher places or hangs brown envelopes containing copies of word problems involving angles (a
different problem in each envelope). There should be one envelope for every 1–2 students in the class. On the outsides of the
envelopes, the teacher writes an answer to one of the problems but not the problem in that envelope. The teacher assigns each
student or pair an envelope as a starting place. The word problem from the assigned envelope is read, and the problem is
solved. When a solution is determined, the student or pair searches the room for the envelope labeled with that answer. The
envelope with the answer contains the next problem to solve. If an answer cannot be found on any of the envelopes, the problem
is worked again to determine the error. The process continues until the student(s) returns to the original problem. The teacher
monitors student progress during the activity and addresses questions and misconceptions. Students record each problem and
solution and submit their answers for further teacher review.

Look at the following diagram.

(C.T. Traits: Reflect, Collaborate, Adapt, Examine, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Connect to the Student Edition: Reflection on My Learning and Reflection on Critical Thinking, page 218
Find the values of w, x, y, and z. Justify your answers by showing the equations and solutions used to
determine each value.

Students respond to the Reflection on Critical Thinking in the student edition.
During this unit, you made use of many critical thinking traits. Which of the 9 critical thinking traits did you use most often?
Explain how you used this critical thinking trait.

Extending Student Thinking
The Math Challenge in the student edition provides opportunities for students to explore and use the math concept to solve
non-routine problems. For students in need of additional challenge, an extension activity is provided to enhance learning and to
provide ideas for student investigations.

Activity

time is variable

Working with partners, students create a how-to video or other media presentation on writing and solving equations involving
geometric concepts. Students select geometry topics of interest to them and create presentations showing the relationship
between solving equations and the geometry concept. Student pairs make their presentations to the class.

Reflection on My Learning
Write a real-world problem that involves complementary angles or supplementary angles. Then explain

(C.T. Traits: Create, Strive, Collaborate, Inquire, DOK: 3, RBT: Create)

how your problem can be solved.

Connect to the Student Edition: Math Challenge, page 218

Teacher Reflection

1.
2.
3.
4.

What materials/activities were effective?
What were the most common errors/misconceptions?
What concepts should be emphasized in instruction?
How did the activities strengthen student use of the critical thinking traits?

Reflection on Critical Thinking
During this unit, you made use of many critical thinking traits. Which of the 9 critical thinking traits did
you use most often? Explain how you used this critical thinking trait.
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Create a critical thinking culture
throughout your school!

Team ThinkUp! introduces the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™
through the lenses of ELA, Math, and Science content. Authentic
examples and cross-curricular activities teach students to apply
the 9 traits in context and reflect on their thinking.
*Class Pack includes 20 Student Activity Books, one Teacher Guide, and one
9 Traits of Critical Thinking Poster.

100

Class Pack*

Team ThinkUp!™ Class Pack

Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Secondary

ENGLISH
5002300
5002310
5002320
5002330
5002340
5002350
5002360
5002370
5002380
5002390

SPANISH
5002308
5002318
5002328
5002338
5002348
5002358

Special pricing available for school- or district-wide
purchases. Call for a quote.

Available in:
PRINT: Levels 1–8 | Levels 1–5 also in Spanish
DIGITAL: Levels 1–8 (English only)
PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE: Levels 1–8 | Levels 1–5 also in Spanish

The PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE

provides instructional flexibility and delivers
immediate, actionable data to inform instruction,
design interventions or extensions, and personalize
the learning experience.

ThinkUp!™ Math | LEVEL 7
PRINT

STUDENT
1001270

TEACHER
1001271

DIGITAL

STUDENT
6001270

TEACHER
6001271

BUNDLE

STUDENT
5001270

TEACHER
5001271

Special pricing available for school- or district- wide purchases.

Contact your Account Executive
or visit our website for pricing.

Ready to look inside? Schedule
a walk-through to learn about
campus and district-wide licenses.
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Use ThinkUp! Foundations

to guide educators in building a school-wide
thinking culture based on the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™


Integrate critical thinking across the curriculum with
suggested strategies and activities.

ThinkUp!™ Foundations
ELEMENTARY
Principal
Teacher

2003400
2003500

SECONDARY
Principal
Teacher

20

$

each

2003460
2003560

Special pricing available for school- or district-wide purchases.

844-452-4341

mentoringminds.com

